Company Data Archive

Easily reduce the size of your Microsoft Dynamics® GP Database

Company Data Archive (CDA) provides an easy way to move historical information from your Microsoft Dynamics® GP ‘live’ company to an ‘archive’ company. An easy-to-use interface allows you to select a cut-off date as well as the modules you would like to archive.

BENEFITS

- **Reduce Hardware Costs**—Archive data to a less expensive disk drive to free up space on your higher-performance storage.
- **Increase Microsoft Dynamics GP Performance**—Improve posting and other performance by reducing the size of the tables in your live company.
- **Enable Faster Microsoft Dynamics GP Upgrades and Backups**—Less data in your live company means faster upgrades and backups and less downtime. Reduce the data that needs to be backed up nightly.
- **Eliminate Clutter in Inquiries and Reports**—Condense and streamline lookup windows and reports to contain only new and relevant data. No more scrolling through old transactions.
- **Easily View Historical Data in Your Archive Company**—Access your historical data in a familiar Microsoft Dynamics GP environment.

CDA WILL ARCHIVE DATA FROM YOUR:

- GENERAL LEDGER
- BANK RECONCILIATION
- U.S. PAYROLL
- INVENTORY
- SALES ORDER PROCESSING
- PAYABLES MANAGEMENT
- PURCHASE ORDER PROCESSING
- RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT
- 3RD PARTY/CUSTOM TABLES*

* CDA will transfer 3rd party or custom tables as a part of the master data process in a non-date specific manner. Third party or custom table transfer is not supported by Professional Advantage.

Company Data Archive provides an extremely cost-effective method to preserve our historical data while improving system performance in our production Microsoft Dynamics GP system.

Our historical data is available for reporting, inquiries, and decision support systems in a format that our staff, accountants, and external auditors are familiar with without compromising system performance which allows us to obtain more value from our Microsoft Dynamics GP investment.
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See Transactions from your ‘Live’ and ‘Archive’ Company in One Window
Even though your data is in separate databases, CDA provides an interface to see live and archived transactions in a single window.

Transfer and/or Remove Data
Select which modules you wish to transfer and/or remove information from. This provides you with the option to transfer and review archived data before removing it from your live company.

Archive at Your Leisure
The archiving of customer and vendor data can be paused during peak business hours and resumed as needed.

How it Works

ABOUT PROFESSIONAL ADVANTAGE
Professional Advantage offers cross-industry enhancement solutions built on Microsoft Dynamics® GP. We also provide staffing industry solutions leveraging Microsoft Dynamics® GP and Dynamics® CRM, as well as retail solutions leveraging Microsoft Dynamics® GP and Dynamics® RMS. Professional Advantage has been a Microsoft President’s Club member for over 12 years.

Request a CDA Demo Today!